what is
schools of equality?

It is an activity-based programme in schools that
enables students to examine the concept of
equality, power and injustice in the context
of gender and its attendant issues including
class, religion, sexuality, disability and caste;
understand how societal institutions, media and
culture perpetuate violence and discrimination;
and shift social attitudes that perpetuate
various forms of social injustice. As a part of the
curriculum, students learn about their rights and
take action to build communities of respect.

SCHOOLS OF EQUALITY

how do we work?

The programme runs alongside the mainstream
school curriculum.The sessions are not a lecture
format but instead use activities and classroom
discussions to engage students. We organise
one session a week that is conducted by a
trained facilitator who exposes students to a
wealth of perspectives, allowing them to frame
their own opinions. Our team of creative
facilitators include leaders from social justice
movements, lawyers, artists, writers,
photographers, musicians, performance artists,
and therapists, who engage with students and
enable them to articulate their views on equality
and social justice using multiple modes
of expression.

how do the who are our
students
advisors?
UMA SHANKER
beneﬁt?
Managing Trustee of
DEVELOP
AWARENESS
OF BIAS, DIVERSITY
ISSUES &
STEREOTYPING.
LEARN TO BE
CURIOUS &
QUESTIONING.
DEVELOP
INDEPENDENT
THOUGHT & BE
PROACTIVE.
BECOME SENSITIVE
TO PEERS.
BUILD HEALTHY
RELATIONSHIPS.
LEARN TO TREAT
EACH OTHER &
THEMSELVES WITH
RESPECT.
DEAL WITH
INSECURITIES.
LEARN GOAL
SETTING.
UNDERSTAND THE
CONSEQUENCES OF
COMPLACENCY.
DEVELOP
LEADERSHIP SKILLS.
ACQUIRE PROBLEM
SOLVING & CONFLICT
RESOLUTION SKILLS.
LEARN ABOUT THEIR
RIGHTS.

Kalvi Trust for Research
& Education and Director
of Centre for Montessori
Training,Chennai.
She has over 30 years of
experience in the Montessori
Method of education.
GEETA RAMASESHAN
Senior lawyer, Madras High
Court in the areas of criminal,
constitutional, and family
law, with a focus on women’s
and human rights. She
specializes in international
human rights law.
SHWETA ANAND ARORA
Director at The Education
Alliance working in the
area of public-private
partnership, advocacy,
content development,
research & assessment. She
has an M.A in Education from
Harvard University and an
MBA from IIM-Ahmedabad.
N. K. RANGANATH
CEO & COO of Grundfos
Pumps India Pvt. Ltd. and
MD of Grundfos Engineering
India Pvt. Ltd. As a part of
Grundfos’ CSR efforts, he
runs after school programs
for underprivileged youth.
K. HARIHARAN
Founder, LV Prasad Film and
TV Academy, National Award
winning ﬁlmmaker and jury
member. He has taught at
many prestigious universities
across India and abroad.
He is currently Professor,
Creative Sciences and Dean
at Mahindra Ecole Centrale.

#student
speak

#teacher
speak

“It’s so nice to see the space
you have created for them (the
students) where they feel
comfortable to speak. They’ve
opened up and seemed more
conﬁdent in their own skin. For
some of them the
transformation has been so
positive that it’s difﬁcult to
even recognise them anymore”
- Meena Sriram,
Abacus teacher

Schools of Equality provides a safe and
empathetic platform for students to talk about
the most essential yet sensitive, so-called
forbidden topics in society, helping students
become resilient and global citizens, aware of
their rights”
– Vandhana Manoj, Kids Central High teacher

“You guys are doing a great job! This was so
necessary for our age group :)”
“What I loved is the freedom we were given
to voice our thoughts without the fear of
embarrassment and the smooth ﬂow of the
topic of choice in each session”
“I liked all of us interacting and talking about
each other’s problems and also realising
what empathy is and how much it matters”
“I spoke my mind in these classes. I asked
questions without fear. I really liked the
topics we discussed in class and I learnt a lot
about equality”

I felt safe
to speak
my mind
without
judgement

#parent
speak
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FOUNDER GULIKA REDDY
Gulika is a human rights lawyer. She has worked with
lawyers, non-proﬁts and academic institutions on the
rights of: women and children, climate refugees,
slum-dwellers, and the intellectual property rights of
indigenous communities.
CONNECT WITH US
www.schoolsofequality.org
contact@schoolsofequality.com

"I have been hearing
about Schools of Equality
from my son, who goes to
Kids Central. I feel you
people have made him
feel empowered and I see
him empathize as well"
"I am very impressed with what Schools of
Equality has done to my daughter's peer
group. She feels that there's less ﬁghting and
a lot more thinking in the classroom. She really
enjoys the class"

